Minutes
Kangaroo Valley Public School P&C
20th August 2015
1. Meeting open, present and apologies:
Present: Kerry Townsend, Nicole Schwegler, Lyn Robinson, Dee Kelly, John Bond
Apologies: Shelly Shine, Jacqui Szymonicek, Jill Good
2. Acceptance of minutes of previous meeting
Moved: Dee Kelly
Seconded: Kerry Townsend
3. Business arising from the previous minutes.
Canteen hot water has it been fixed. John unsure, it was looked into and John not sure of
result.
Voice Article. John believes Margo has written an article. P&C was going to put something in
as well. Kerry to talk to Margo.
Lack of parental interest in helping run the P&C was discussed. It is a belief that maybe the
parental body of the younger children do not know where the money the P&C raise is spent
and how it benefits their children. Article for the Voice and the Kangaroo stating this and as
a general effort to get more parents to come along. Survey monkey also discussed as a way
of finding out if running P&C on a different day / time would help with parental
involvement in running P&C. We need new members as some long term committee
members will be leaving.
Projector replacement. John informed the P&C that the expected cost of the projector
replacement in the 1/2 class room was not $800 as expected but $2030. Discussion about
why P&C paying for this. Government supplies whiteboards for class room. Smart boards
currently in class rooms were supplied by P&C. John asked if the P&C was able to pay the
larger fee for the projector. Motion raised to pay the extra for the projector moved by Dee
Kelly, all agreed to pay.
Dec KV Xmas shopping: Dance group- being kept on minutes for Nicole Poezl so not
forgotten.
4. Correspondence:
Insurance
Gonski campaign
5. Treasurer's report:
All good.
$16 200 in cash account, and $12796 in term deposit. Expected expenditure for current
year $6 000 for salaries, $2000 for the projector.
6. Canteen:
$7000 in account. Woolworths account up and running, all ready to start online shopping.
7. General business:

New bus zone and extended bus hours. This was discussed. General consensus for P&C was
there was no need for the extended hours or need for extra bus stop to be located where it
is proposed. Kerry to respond to the letter stating the P&C position.
Aria has made it to national for show jumping. Very expensive and it is a school event.
School and P&C have previously contributed to anyone making it to national events. John
asked the P&C to donate $200 which the school will match to make sure she can go. School
will also do a fundraiser for her. Kerry moved for P&C to pay $200 to Aria. All agreed.
P&C had received a letter asking for expressions of interest in running a kiosk at the
Kangaroo Valley Show in 2016. After our last experience at running the kiosk all agreed to
decline this offer. Kerry to write a response to the KV A&H.
Grants are available if the P&C were interested in running an after school care facility. P&C
decided to decline this offer.
P&C will be running a BBQ and supper at the Musical. Jill Good to organise. Will be looking
for people to man the BBQ and sell the supper. Note to come out in the Kangaroo. BBQ did
well last musical, and ice creams also sold well. Ice creams might be a good idea.
8. Principal's report:
Naplan results back. Very good results, but must remember small sample sizes.
Numbers for next year. At this stage it is expected to be about 83 children, which will mean
4 classes, K/1, 2/3, 3/4 and a 5/6. Numbers need to be above 77 children to keep the 4
classes.
Musical all going ahead. The musical is not being run as a profit making exercise but to
make sure all costs are covered. Buses will be taking children over for rehearsals and the
matinee but children are expected to make their own way over for the 2 night time
performances.
9. Meeting close and date of next meeting:
Meeting closed: 16:21
Next meeting: 8th October.

